Bookkeeping Pricing Guide
This is a guide that you can use to figure out approximate pricing for
our bookkeeping plans. Our bookkeeping plans are fixed price. All of
our plans include the following:
Access to a dedicated account manager
Access to a CPA for general accounting advice
Subscription to a receipt management system
50% off a basic tax return at year-end
HST/GST yearly sales tax filing
Monthly bank reconciliation
Basic financial reports
This is only meant to be used as a guideline. Actual monthly pricing
quotes is assessed during your free consultation meeting with us.

Basic
This plan is for freelancers, solopreneurs, businesses that have not yet
launched productions, corporations that have no employees, holding co.
This plan is right for you if:
Have less than 200 transactions and only a handful of invoices per month
Have no employees or less than 5 contractors

Plus
This plan is for small organizations with a handful of employees or a
team of contractors, small e-commerce retailers, retailers with POS
This plan is right for you if:
Have a few employees onboard or need foreign exchange support or need
support tagging business lines
Use a POS system or have more than 200 transactions per month

Premium

This plan is for small organizations that have a full team or hold
inventory or need more frequent support eg. coffee shop, tech start-up
This plan is right for you if:
You have more than a handful of employees and need payroll support or you
need support with accounts receivable/payable or supplier reconciliation
support or PO tracking or expense reporting

Bespoke
If your operations is bigger and more complex than a coffee shop, we
will create a bespoke quote for you.
This plan is right for you if:
You need additional services that require more than bi-weekly touchpoints,
budgeting, forecasting, cashflow management, specific internal procedures,
complex invoicing support

www.fint.cloud/pricing for more information on our plan pricing and
what is included in each plan, contact us for an accurate quote

